Pediatric Tuberculosis

I read the recent updated guidelines for pediatric tuberculosis in India with interest, and found them to be informative. However, there may be practical difficulty in evaluating exact weight loss which has been defined as weight loss more than 5% of highest weight recorded in 3 months [1]. Weight loss in terms of percentage can only be defined if previous weight of the child is known. Common presentation of children belonging to rural area is anorexia, fever and complain by parents of weight loss as measured from dress size.

What are suggestions of the authors regarding interval between subsequent repetition of tuberculin sensitivity test as TST is being used as a tool to diagnose pediatric tuberculosis in conjunction with sputum and gastric lavage microscopy along with chest X-ray; every time child presents with unexplained fever, anorexia and weight loss. Should it not be recommended to keep a record of tuberculin sensitivity testing.
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I read with interest “updated National Guidelines for pediatric tuberculosis in India, 2012” and appreciate the effort made to clarify certain grey areas of interpretation like weight loss or no weight gain besides presenting the contents as flow diagrams for ready reference [1]. I would like to draw attention to certain points requiring further clarification to enable a clinician to use these guidelines practically and effectively in a wider range of situations.

According to figure 1a and 1b, a symptomatic sputum negative patient undergoes chest X-ray and TST. Following this, the possible results would be in six ways as per the outcome of these two investigations.

Chest X-ray can be read as: (a) Highly suggestive of tuberculosis, (b) Non-specific shadows (c) Normal; TST can be read as: (i) Positive, (ii) Negative. Though most of the possible scenarios are dealt with properly, it does not provide an approach for (a+ii) that is highly suggestive XRC and TST negative. Similarly it does not justify the
use of TST when XRC shows non-specific shadows as no decision is based on TST results whether positive or negative.

CT scan is a useful diagnostic modality in children when tuberculosis is suspected and the radiographic findings are normal or inconclusive [2]. Chest CT can help to identify enlarged, calcified, necrotic mediastinal lymph nodes, which are less frequently found in community acquired bacterial pneumonia and frequently obscured by thymic shadows on chest radiographs of children [3]. It may also detect pulmonary parenchymal lesions not otherwise visualized on chest radiographs [4]. Therefore, a TST positive, sputum negative clinical suspect in such scenario may be subjected to CT scan chest as first investigation (wherever possible) before taking on other investigation for alternate diagnosis.

As tuberculin skin test is defined with the use of tuberculin 2 TU and its procurement is difficult outside government supply, it would be useful to share the manufacturer of such product.
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The author has raised the issue about dealing with children with highly suggestive radiology, who are TST negative. With certainty it is spelt out in the diagnostic algorithm that a presumptive pediatric TB case with TST negative and chest X-ray findings suggestive of TB should be diagnosed based on X-ray findings; because the TST suffers from lack of sensitivity and specificity, and there are operational issues concerned with performing the test efficiently. In view of radiation risk and issues pertaining to CT interpretation (low specificity and inter observer variability) [1,2] it is neither necessary nor appropriate to recommend CT scan as first line investigation. However, the algorithm has identified situations where an expert opinion is needed and they may ask for more detailed investigations including CT chest.
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